Are you a news enthusiast?
Subscribe today to the most read on-line news in the city.
Dance competition

So I think the winner was Jalyn she can dance.

2nd place was Jade because she is a good dancer.

Josie was in 3rd place.

Chanaria was in 4th place.

Antwon was in 5th place.

I am not trying to be mean but this is the places.
How business going

The bank
They was doing their jobs and the president was doing his to. AND GAVEING THE RIGHT MONY

Staff picture

Hi this is web flash are owner for web flash is d.j. we work for him are account is jack are editor is chanaria are reporter is Zephaniah THE photo journalist is mia

In the nature shop they making sand bottles

Almost every owner is done with their speech

The mayor is done with his speech and he said that he have some more work to do

News FLASH where the guys who advertise